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Collective Intelligence / Crowdsourcing

“Collective intelligence is shared or group intelligence that emerges from 

the collaboration, collective efforts, and competition of many individuals 

and appears in consensus decision making.”

Wikipedia



Areas of Research

Ethics of collective intelligence

Wisdom of the crowd

Animal collective behavior

Participatory and deliberative democracy

ACM Collective Intelligence 2019  http://ci.acm.org/2019

http://ci.acm.org/2019
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Individual Thoughts (1 min)

What is the expectation of privacy when conducting citizen science?

How can we destigmatize IT support jobs (especially outsourced ones)?



Crowd Research

Open and Scalable University Laboratories



Crowd Research in 90 seconds

Why?

Research is an exclusive field

Diversity and upward mobility in science

“Reputation diffusion”



Crowd Research in 90 seconds

What?

Anybody can sign on to a broad research project

Weekly milestones and shaping of research directions

Users rate each other and evaluate contributions



The Opportunity Gap



Breakout Groups (~1-2 min)

How would you change the structure of Crowd Research to incentivize...

discovery of research as a possible career path/interest?

research infrastructure development in low-resource areas?

...are these goals well-suited for a Crowd Research-like platform in the first place?



Technical Focus:
Graph Centrality (PageRank)



Reputation / Attribution in Large Groups

How do we determine authorship?

Which milestones are “worth” pursuing further?

Who gets to present during weekly meetings?





Everybody starts with 100 credits

I think you did X amount of work

I give you credits proportional to X

(and the IRS takes their 1-d cut)
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Randomly chosen credit assignments 



Funneling strategy: users 1, 3, 4, 15 assign all credit to 2



Combat funneling by capping contribution score to 0.5



Quid-pro-quo / cartel with damping constant 0.85



Combat the cartel by setting damping constant to 0.25



What if there are more cartels? (d=0.25)



Think-Pair-Share (30-60-N)

How can you game the system to gain 
reputation/collaboration points?



Class Commentary: Crowd Research

Impacts of communication barriers in diversity

Decentralization is key in Crowd Research

Less “glamorous” research ideas receive less traction in the marketplace

How do we properly assess the effectiveness of such a platform?



FoldIt

Predicting protein structures with a multiplayer 
online game



FoldIt in 90 seconds

Why?

We know constituent structures in proteins

We don’t know how they’re oriented in 3-space

Look-ahead in optimization is hard (for machines)



FoldIt in 90 seconds

What?

People configure proteins and are scored

Participants “compare notes” via chat/wiki

Competition + collaboration via teams & leaderboard



Rosetta Methodology

Stochastic algorithms:
Rebuilding all or the portion of chain from fragments

Deterministic:
Energy minimization, structure perturbation, refinement



Bayesian (Hyperparameter) Optimization

Randomly perturb the system

Evaluate change

Accept changes with a certain % and update distribution



Human outperforms Rosetta

Intelligent Annealing!  

Human chose paths/strategies which are worse in terms of 
energy-optimization but later achieved better results than the best 

prediction by the machine

Riskier steps - More useful starting point - 
Better at resolving incorrect features 



Design Focus:
Explicit/Implicit Gamification



Cooper, Seth, et al. "Predicting protein structures with a multiplayer online game." Nature 466.7307 (2010): 756.



FoldIt, Level: “Unsolved De-novo Freestyle 150”



FoldIt, Level: “Unsolved De-novo Freestyle 150”

???



https://eternagame.org/game/puzzle/6502927/

https://eternagame.org/game/puzzle/6502927/




https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/
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Breakout Groups (~1-2 min)

What impact does overtraining have on creativity?



Khatib, Firas, et al. "Crystal structure of a monomeric retroviral protease solved by protein folding game players." Nature structural & molecular biology 18.10 (2011): 1175.

What FoldIt does well

Creates small cadre of extremely motivated players

Seamlessly integrates machine learning

Effective at discovering some new protein structures [1]



https://fold.it/portal/groups

https://fold.it/portal/groups


https://fold.it/portal/user/<user_id>

BA in Religious Studies and Philosophy

Member of Sacred Heart Fathers and 
Brothers 1980-1985

Makes Adventure Studio adventure 
games.

Married 10 years

I have 25 years of professional experience in IT, 
rewrote ray tracing software in x86 assembly 
language, built a 3d interface for LCD shutter 
glasses so I could play Descent stereoscopically 
in 1996, optimized Raistmer's SETI at home in 
SSSE3 assembly, created and sold computer art, 
wrote up and filed patents, trademarks, domains.

I like to push frontiers and discover new ones.

I have funded and built a series of workstations 
exclusively for use with Foldit, running 24/7 
reaching a historical 25.000.000 moves on may 
7th 2012 at 15:45 UTC. Just over a year later 
Fold.it introduced a new achievement to honor 
breaking a new frontier, the 50 Megamoves limit: 
http://fold.it/portal/node/994984semi-retired carpenter

https://fold.it/portal/user/
http://fold.it/portal/node/994984


https://fold.it/portal/user/<user_id>

When the management lends more validity to the rantings of a spoiled, malicious teenager 
over the actions of player with six years and thirty thousand hours of commitment, it's time 
to move on to something more worthy of my involvement.

I'm a retired Computer Systems Analyst after having worked in IT for 30 years.

Struggling to maintain my sanity in spite of the Foldit client.

My sanity has won out. I've stopped playing Foldit until some of the legion client bugs have 
been fixed. Foldit Central needs to get its priorities straight--concentrate on the user experience 
for a change. Instead of piling on buggy new "features", fix the major issues already present.

There's an old parable about building your house on sand . . .

https://fold.it/portal/user/


Breakout Groups (~1-2 min)

Design a more effective/usable distributed critique 
system for FoldIt



Alyssa Foote: Getty Images (https://www.wired.com/story/facebook-10-year-meme-challenge/)

#10yearschallenge

https://www.wired.com/story/facebook-10-year-meme-challenge/


Kate O’Neill, Twitter



Think-Pair-Share (30-60-N)

How can we encourage creative interactions with accessible 
crowdsourcing (e.g. QuickDraw)?

How can we encourage creative interactions with viral content (via 
gamification or otherwise)?



Think-Pair-Share (30-60-N)

Is there an ideal balance of humans as sensors and as collaborative creators 
in collective intelligence?

What compensation structures need to be created / altered to give 
contributors economic/social agency?



Class Commentary: FoldIt

Proper feedback metrics

How do you augment human intelligence in a collective setting?

Interface vs. problem abstraction for varying skill levels


